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QUARTERBACK KYLE ORTON 
 
On how the Jets’ defense compares to the Ravens’ defense 
“They’re aggressive defenses, they’re both really good — (they both) have a lot of good players on the field and other than that, they’re pretty different.” 
 
On how the Jets’ defense differs from that of the Ravens 
“Just different blitzes, different personnel — New York likes to play a lot of secondary people, you’ll see six, seven secondary players in the game and we 
might be in a two-tight end package and they’re in nickel or they’re in dime. They go really small against your big people and expect (their players) to stop 
the run that way.” 
 
On the Jets’ blitz packages 
“I guess you make it whatever you make it. If you study it right and can break it down and make it as simple as possible then you should have a good chance 
of being able to pick them up and at least have a body for the body. From that point, it’s manning up and blocking the guy that you’re blocking and making 
sure he doesn’t get into the pocket.” 
 
On the Jets’ secondary 
“They’re really good...they have a lot of interceptors in the secondary. This team thrives off of turnovers. They want to pick you off, they want to put you into 
long-yardage situations on second and third down, so really the whole mentality of the defense can be, ‘Get the ball.’ We’ll have to do a good job of staying 
out of negative plays and keeping ourselves in face.” 
 
On the offensive penalties committed by Denver at Baltimore  
“You can’t beat yourself if you’re going to play good teams. It’s tough enough to beat them, but if you’re going to beat yourself, then it’s impossible. I’d say it’s 
kind of uncharacteristic of us to do that and have so many mental mistakes, but hopefully we can get that corrected quickly.” 
 
On the offensive line 
“We’ve got confidence, the coaches do a great job of putting the guys out there that can play and give us the best chance to win and I certainly have 
confidence with anybody that’s on our offense.” 
 
On whether he usually pays attention to other quarterbacks in the league 
“Not really. There are two or three guys that I watch, just for my own help and everything, but other than that I’m spending all my time on the defense.” 
 
On which quarterbacks he watches film on 
“(Indianapolis QB) Peyton Manning, (New England QB) Tom Brady and (New Orleans QB) Drew Brees — like everybody else I’m sure.” 
 
On his comfort level with WR Brandon Lloyd 
“I’d say we’ve done a great job this year of all the pass plays that have been there with open guys and all the plays that we should hit. I think we’re 
completing a really high percentage of those plays and doing great things. That’s really what I look at — there are always going to be tough situations where 
they might get you here or there, but for the most part, when the plays are there, we’ve made them on a pretty high level.” 
 
On what’s behind the successful start for WR Brandon Lloyd 
“Just (that) guys make their own roles on the team. Sometimes you’re in a place where the system isn’t for you and the players around you aren’t great and 
it’s tough to be successful. Everything has to kind of come together for you to have great years. You have to be in the scheme that fits you, you have to have 
the players around you so you can execute and look good and I think he’s in a good spot here.” 
 
 On his confidence level running a high-tempo offence 
“I leave all the game plan, tempo — all that stuff for the coaches. (Head Coach) Josh (McDaniels) gives me a great game plan every week and I go through 
it and I say, ‘How do you want me to execute this game plan?’ and that’s how I go about it. I don’t waste my time trying to draw up plays or (say), ‘Hey, we 
need to do this,’ or ‘Hey, we need to do that.’ That’s Josh’s specialty and he’s really good at it.” 
 


